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Before viewing a section of the video, read the relevant questions from the worksheet so you know what you’re
looking for. Then watch the video. The questions are broken up into sections (reflecting titles inside the
documentary itself). Answer all of the questions.1 All written answers should be a minimum 25 words in length
(except for question 2). There is no maximum when it comes to length. Do not be fooled by the minimum
answer length, i.e. some questions will require answers in the 100 word range in order to be complete. Use
your judgement.
Marks are lost by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making errors in historical accuracy, logic or chronology
Written answers that fail to meet the minimum standard in terms of length
Excessively poor grammar and spelling will be penalized (so edit and proof read your work)
Failing to cite websites if they are used to help students answer questions
Plagiarizing someone else’s work and claiming it as your own
Failing to meet complete this assignment by deadline
Not following directions, e.g. incorporate your answers to this viewing guide into the midterm Google
Doc and/or organizing answers according to the headings and question numbers

Note: you might be able to Google answers to questions. If you do answer a specific question using a browser,
please include the URL where you found the information. Feel free to contact your teacher whenever you
cannot answer a question or when you want to discuss the events presented in Rebellion and Reform. A link to
the episode is available on the course’s companion website: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x16c8r2.
Episode 7: Rebellion and Reform from Canada: A Peoples History
Introduction
1). Why were tenant farmers in Lower Canada upset over ownership of farm land by absentee landlords (.5
mark)?
Three Angry Men
2). Write the names of the democratic-minded reforms from each of Upper Canada, Lower Canada and Nova
Scotia respectively (.5 mark).
A Horrible Year
3). Why did Papineau lodge a protest with Governor Aylmer during the elections of 1834 (.5 mark)?
A Seething Anger
4). Create a three column chart that looks like the one below. Answer the three questions posed in each of the
columns in the space indicated (.5 mark).
What did the Patriotes of Lower
Canada demand of the British
government in 1834?
Your answer.

1

What did William Lyon Mackenzie
of Upper Canada demand of the
British government?
Your answer.

What did Joseph Howe of Nova
Scotia want from England?
Your answer.

The viewing guide questions are based on a resource drawn from www.bcguidebooks.ca.
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5). What was Britain’s response to the demands of Lower Canada, Upper Canada and Nova Scotia (.5 mark)?
The Die is Cast
6). What happened when General Colborne sent troops to St. Denis in the Richelieu Valley (.5 mark)?
7). What did Mackenzie do after his supporters were defeated at Montgomery’s Tavern (.5 mark)?
The Last Stand
8). What happened in Two Mountains County west of Montreal in Lower Canada (.5 mark)?
The Calm Before the Storm
9). What was the Hunter’s Lodge (.5 mark)?
10). What did Lord Durham do when he became Governor (.5 mark)?
11). Did the English colonists support Durham’s actions (.5 mark)?
The Union of the Canadas
12). What did Lord Durham propose in his report to the Colonial Office (.5 mark)?
13). What action did London take on Durham’s recommendations (.5 mark)?
14). What alliance did Robert Baldwin propose between Upper Canada’s reformers and LaFontaine’s Patriots in
response to Lord Durham’s Report (.5 mark)?
Vindication
15). How did England’s view of colonies, such as Canada and Nova Scotia, change in the late 1840s (.5 mark)?
16). What was unique about Joseph Howe’s 1847 election win (.5 mark)?
17). Baldwin and LaFontaine introduced the Rebellion Losses Bill to compensate Canadians for financial losses
suffered in the Rebellions of 1837. How did this cause a dilemma for Governor Elgin (.5 mark)?
An End and a Beginning
18). What was the feeling (or tone) in Canada a decade after the burning of Parliament (.5 mark)?
19). How many people were living in Canada (.5 mark)?
20). What was happening with Baldwin, LaFontaine, Mackenzie, Papineau and Howe (.5 mark)?

